
THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS DEPENDS ON AIRTEL IN BANGLADESH

Competitive forces ofTelecommunication in Bangladesh. power of suppliers in the mobile industries varies depending on
the brand Threat of new entrants Bangladesh have already six giant mobile Example airtel bharati acquired 70 % stake
of warid telecom as airtel enter to Bangladesh market.

In case of GP, we can find the firm adopted both related and unrelated diversification to propel its growth in
Bangladesh telecom industry. Mobile Apps: Designing popular application is not an easy task. They have own
a cellular license in the bid and incorporated as a private limited company on October 10, GP,  A company can
keep a check on possible substitutes by doing the following: Identify Problems Identify the problems that can
be solved by your product or service? There need to be service level agreements and performance evaluation
metrics predefined to keep an objective measure of performance. Companies need to accept accountability for
their end of the process. Quadir has successfully convinced Grameen Bank and Telenor for participating in the
bid. Rahman, and thus technology can empower the Poorest Kelly,  The successful regulation of BTRC,
ensuring competitive environment among the telecom operators, has reduced the cell phone tariff in
Bangladesh to one of the lowest in the world BTRC, c. But that's not enough to attract developers. As long as
the advancement of technology in the service, exposure, benefit and scalability of the service and the financial
and influential backing of the partners and the company providing the service are concerned, bKash limited
has no competitors in the current market. People are always moving around, so land based telephones are also
inconvenient. One of such instances is the bill has left no room for an appeal by an operator against a
regulatory decision, which they termed as against the very doctrine of democracy that the government claims
to stand on. Onetel Communication Ltd. Marketing perspectives have been defined in light of product, price,
promotion and place that the industry practices. Send Money â€” Transfer money from between bKash
Accounts 4. The company has handled bans on stockpiling by reducing mining and leaving diamonds inside
mines. A firm's target markets may contain several sub-segments as well, and a firm may customize their
products through augmenting values and features to meet each segment's needs while keeping the core
purpose of the product intact. The mobile telecom sector is the fastest growing sector of the country and still
there are around 60 million people who are yet to use cell phone. Meaningful meetings that focus on the
critical issues for value chain improvement as well as relationship development can strengthen the buyer seller
link. The top management is well experienced from international mobile telecom industry as well as from
multinational corporations MNCs and, is a core competency of the company. Now it's all about the mobile
applications. It will help know them better and serve them the best. As BCG matrix was explained above, now
we are relating mobile phone industry to the matrix. If the profit margin does not allow the company to absorb
this pressure, it will mean higher prices in the market. This part also contains the objectives of the study and
outline of this report. On the other hand, with unrelated diversification, there are few similarities in the
resources and capabilities among the firms business units but value can be created in a variety of ways. It has
generated direct and indirect employment of , people till FY which has increased further in recent years.
However, mobile phones are also playing a great role in telecommunication. With great pleasure we are
submitting this report as an integral part of the course. International Remittance â€” Transfer money
internationally via bKash Account 2. One of the major features of the website has been the eCare system,
which enabled the customers to avail many services online GP,  Other issues faced include airport capacity,
the structure of roots, costs to buy, lease or maintain aircraft, adopting new technology, weather fluctuations,
increased security requirements and checks, fuel and labor costs, as well as issues. With the change in market
structure and pressure by anti-cartel laws, this power has diminished somewhat. A company that has several
possible substitutes that can easily be switched to has little control over the prices it sets or how it chooses to
sell the product. For more generic, undifferentiated products the threat is always higher that from more unique
products. The synergies come from horizontal relationships among the business units. As a result licenses are
not readily available and therefore BRTC issues licenses according to the feasible market needs. This meant
enormous power of the supplier over the industry. Distinguishing Characteristics of Industry The employee
market for the telecom industry is well supported by a large number of ICT graduates produced by various
institutions around the country as well as a significant number of non-IT graduates. Social Factors Social
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factors include the demographic and cultural aspects of the external macroenvironment. Barrier to entry in the
industry a.


